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ABSTRACT
One of the distinctive features of the new virtualized ecosystem, is the multi-stakeholder participation in the way cloud
services are designed, deployed and offered. In this work, we
address the emerging content replication problem a Content
Delivery Network (CDN) provider needs to consider, when
deploying its network over multi-domain, heterogeneous environments, where virtual network operators utilize both the
CDN services and the virtualized infrastructures. In our
model, the benefit that the CDN provider enjoys may be
different per network operator for the same request, while
our model takes into account the replication cost to every
domain, as well as the user mobility, besides physical storage limitations. Since the optimal placement of the objects
at the caches of the various domains resembles the multiple
knapsack problem, which is NP-complete, we provide two
approximate solutions to the emerging content placement
problem. We evaluate the proposed policies through extensive simulations and we compare them against a myopic
method, where a domain is unaware of the caching strategy
of the other domains that is connected to.

Keywords
Wireless Network Virtualization, Content Delivery Networks,
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing technologies offer the necessary infrastructures to rapidly deploy large distributed systems and
applications and together with the recent advances in the
way wireless access technologies evolve to provide ubiquitous
wireless access, a technological breakthrough is on the go.
The potential for collaboration between cloud/virtualization
technologies and ubiquitous wireless access networks is enormous and this “coupling” constitutes a true paradigm shift
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over which services can be build. The services we focus in
this paper are CDN services provided over multiple provider
networks, virtual or not, where their access networks are deployed in wireless heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
In particular, we study replication/caching strategies for
efficient content placement, where the objective is to maximize the net benefit of the CDN provider (i.e., the total user
utility minus the total cost) under the following assumptions. Every user/subscriber is associated with a network
provider and the CDN’s content is distributed among all
the subscribers. Also, we assume that there exists a different
retrieval cost per object depending on the network provider
each object is requested from. This is a highly reasonable assumption, since under multiple CDN schemes different business relationships exists between the CDN provider, the network providers and the network operators. Furthermore, in
the wireless domain we assume a wireless HetNet [1], where
a mobile subscriber can potentially change access network,
e.g., for offloading purposes or for any other optimization
criterion.
We also describe two schemes that motivate our study.
The first is a classic one, where a mobile broker is acting as
the CDN provider and distributes content among subscribers
associated with Mobile Operators and Mobile Virtual Operators (MVNOs), whereas the second scheme is about a
modern virtualized environment, where different business relationships exists between the physical providers, the virtual
network operators (VNOs) and the actual service providers.
For instance, in the latter one a discount may be applied
for CDN services to virtual network operators that sign for
high bandwidth (and thus costly) SLAs with the physical
network providers.
Our contributions are the following. Firstly, we develop
a mathematical framework for efficient content placement
in multi-domain environments. The model takes into account the probability distribution of users belonging to one
access network or another, while the network providers (operators) that the users are associated with, have different
business relationships with the physical providers and the
CDN providers; these relationships affect the cost of content
retrieval. The proposed model also considers the content
placement cost in every domain, besides physical storage size
limitations. Then, a greedy centralized approach and a distributed content placement/replacement scheme (low overhead and easily implementable) are proposed and evaluated
through extensive simulations. Note that besides virtual
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end-to-end networking, the concept of cloud CDN providers
[2] has also emerged. In this work, we focus on a single
CDN provider (virtual or not) and the content placement
problem (over physical or virtual infrastructures), since the
CDN content placement and provisioning is important to be
understood and optimally controlled. Investigation of scenarios with multiple CDN providers are left for future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we motivate our work, and survey related work. In Section 3,
we formulate the problem of content placement in multidomain environments, whereas in Section 4 we present the
content placement policies. In Section 5 we evaluate through
simulations the proposed policies, while we conclude the paper and give pointers for future work in Section 6.

2.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Under the concept of wireless HetNets, macro base stations, pico base stations alongside with femtocells and WiFi
APs, aim to deliver the future wireless access infrastructure
[1]. We are motivated by the HetNet concept, where multiple wireless access technologies (i.e. WiFi) are used to offload traffic from LTE networks. Despite the fact that work
already exists in literature on offloading decision making and
policies for inter-network hand-offs [1][3], very few results exist on the way services are build over the converged infrastructure. In this work, we focus on such a problem, namely
the problem of cache management and content placement
that a CDN provider (or a virtual CDN provider) addresses,
when CDN services are provided to multiple network operators (virtualized or not). In the following, we discuss two
application scenarios under which the modeling assumption
of different cost per provider is essential. This assumption
is already present in practice, where CDN service providers
address the problem of content placement under different
business relationships with Mobile Network Providers and
will further emerge as we enter the cloud computing/SDN
era.
A Mobile Broker as CDN provider: The network architecture of a Mobile Broker is shown in Fig. 1(a). We refer as
Mobile Broker, a mobile, social and application-based service provider, that enables operators to offer content that
owns, as well as to distribute content (video, music, etc.) to
their subscribers through its own CDN network. Every mobile user is a subscriber of the Broker and is also associated
with a Mobile Network Provider (physical or virtual). Depending on the business relationship between the Provider
and the Broker, the subscriber may enjoy different charges

from the Broker (and the Broker different benefits) for the
same content. This model is highly realistic and is the one
that is also found in practice (e.g., in [4]).
A CDN Provider and Virtual end-to-end Networks: The
recent advances in network virtualization and SDN technologies are paving the way to true end-to-end virtualization.
The technology to build end-to-end virtual networks that exploit wireless, optical and data center infrastructures based
on the SDN paradigm, although not standardized, is currently available (i.e. [5] and [6]). The network architecture
we consider is depicted in Fig. 1(b). A number of access networks are connected through multiple optical networks up to
the data center(s) and virtual end to end networks (VNets)
operate over converged virtualized infrastructures [5]. Any
user is logically associated to a VNet (owned by a Virtual
Network Operator), but physically served by a number of
access domains.
A single CDN provider owns content that users from all
the VNets can access, while the CDN provider can establish
different business relationships with a) every physical storage provider regarding the placement cost of content and
b) the VNet operators. The problem under consideration is
to weigh the trade-off between speed of content access and
increased user QoE, that we translate in higher revenue for
the CDN provider, with the cost of content placement in
every physical domain in a way that will lead in profit maximization for the CDN provider. In the rest of the paper we
focus on the analysis of the VNets/CDN scenario, since it
is more generic and of high importance to the building of
end-to-end virtual networks.

3.

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let K = {1, 2, · · · , K} denote the set of all the available domains (e.g., optical A, optical B, WiFi, etc) and
L = {1, 2, · · · , L} denote the set of all the access domains
(e.g., LTE A, LTE B, WiMAX, WiFi A, etc), where L ⊆ K.
Also let V = {1, 2, · · · , V } denote the set of all end-to-end
virtual networks. We assume that every mobile user is associated with a single VNet. We also assume that a single CDN
provider offers content services with M = {1, 2, · · · , M } objects. In our model, all the objects are accessible by all
users belonging in all VNets; however, the utility for an object i enjoyed by a CDN user belonging in VNet j is different
across VNets. This is reasonable in our end-to-end virtualized model, since the physical providers and their business
relationship with the CDN provider may be also affected by
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the business relationship between them and the VNet operator. We use ui,j to denote the willingness to pay (in cost
units) of a user belonging in VNet j for accessing object i.
In the access domain, a lot of research has been done regarding the optimal access network selection [3] and rate
distribution in HetNets [1], while various mobility models
exhibit the characteristics of temporal dependency, spatial
dependency and geographic constraint mobility [7]. Nevertheless, in this work in order to handle user mobility and also
be aligned with the HetNet concept, we are only interested
in the steady state probability of a user using a number
of access networks. We adopt a simple Markov model for
any user, where states represent the access networks that
a user/subscriber is physically served from. These steady
state probabilities (of using one physical access network or
another) are then used, to “split” the user’s total request
traffic to the various access networks it enables.
Let ri,j denote the request rate for object i from all the
users associated with VNet j. If we let πjl denote the steady
state probability of any user that belongs to VNet j to be
served by access network l, then the request rate distribution
l
is equal to ri,j
= πjl · ri,j , ∀l ∈ L. Also, we define di (k, l) as
the distance between the closest domain k ∈ K where object
i is placed and the access domain l ∈ L where the request
originates.
We also use the following notation: cki is the cost of placing
object i in domain k (cki also includes the transfer cost that
the CDN provider pays to the physical network provider(s)
to transfer object i in domain k), pki is the probability of
finding object i in domain k (and is our control variable as
we show later), si is the size of object i and S k is the storage
capacity of domain k ∈ K in bits accordingly. Fig. 2 depicts
the system model under consideration and Table 1 provides
a notation summary.

3.1

Problem Statement

We define the utility Uj (l) enjoyed by the CDN provider
when the objects are accessed by users of VNet j residing
at the l ∈ L access network as
|M|
X
l
Uj (l) =
ui,j · ri,j
· (1 − f (Di (l)) + ∆∗i )
(1)
i=1

where Di (l) is the minimum distance between the domain
k where object i is stored, and the requester when the requester is served by access network l. We define this distance
as
Di (l) = min di (k, l)
(2)
k:pk
i =1

Not.
K
L
V
M
ui,j
ri,j
πjl
di (k, l)
cki
pki
si
Sk
Uj (l)

Description
set of domains (optical, WiFi etc)
set of access domains (e.g LTE,WiFi), L ⊆ K
set of Virtual Network Operators (VNO)
set of objects
willingness to pay of a user in VNet j for object i
request rate for object i by users associated to VNO j
steady state prob. of a user in VNet j to be served
by access network l
distance between domain k where object i
is placed and access domain l
cost of placing object i in domain k
probability of finding object i in domain k
size of object i
storage size of domain k
Utility Uj (l) the CDN provider enjoys from VNet j
when the objects are accessed by access network l

where di (k, l) is the distance expressed by hop counts.
In Eq.(1) function f : R+ → [0, 1] is used to normalize
the distance values in a range between [0, 1]. The intuition
behind Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) is that whenever a user retrieves
content from an access domain and the objects retrieved are
also stored in this domain then f (Di (l)) = 0. In this case,
the maximum net benefit (i.e., utility minus cost) occurs for
the CDN (content is retrieved as fast as possible and thus
user willingness to pay is maximized); thus, CDN provider
can make higher profit and increase demand for CDN services. In the case where the requested content can be found
only in the data center, then f (Di (l)) = 1. In this case,
we use ∆∗i to describe that a minimum gain (satisfaction) is
achieved even when the object is found in the data center.
The probability pki of finding object i in domain k is defined as
(
1,
if k = 1 (the datacenter),
(3)
pki =
∈ {0, 1},
otherwise.
With the above definition we assume that domain k = 1 is
the data center and that all objects are stored in the data
center, while is up to the used cache management algorithm
to decide in which other domain(s) to replicate the content
(object i in this case). Note that pki = 0 means that the
object i is not available in domain k, while pki = 1 means
that the object i is available in domain k. These values are
used to define the binary matrix P = [pki ] of size K ×M , that
is the control variable to the following optimization problem
maximize
P

subject to

|L| |V|
X
X
l=1 j=1
|M|
X

Uj (l) −

|M| |K|
X
X

pki · cki

(4)

i=1 k=1

pki · si ≤ S k , ∀k ∈ K

(4a)

pki ≤ |K| − 1, ∀i ∈ M

(4b)

i=1
|K|
X
k=2

where cki is the cost of placing object i in domain k. Note
that we have also included the transfer cost in cki . The
physical interpretation of this inclusion is that in order to
cache an object closer to the requester and increase its QoE
and the CDN’s profit, a higher transfer cost based on the
business relationships of the CDN provider with the network provider or the ISP would be observed. This inclusion
makes the model even more generic, since complex relation-

ships can also be defined. The first restriction Eq.(4a) is set
in order to meet the capacity constraints in every domain,
whereas the second restriction Eq.(4b) means that any object i can be stored in up to |K| − 1 domains, besides the
data center where it is already stored. Eq.(4) provides the
maximum net benefit of the CDN provider.

4.

CONTENT PLACEMENT POLICIES

Effective implementation of the vision for inter-domain
cloud-based CDNs requires the formulation of a robust methodology regarding the coordination between multiple providers
(e.g. access, optical, ISPs) and the integration of multiple
cloud and virtualization technologies. Inter-domain CDNs
rely on the interaction between ISPs and CDNs and cache
management schemes over this converged environment are
presented in [8] and [9], while replica-selection decisions coordination is presented in [10] in a distributed environment,
focusing in cloud services. Also, today caches use dedicated hardware on a per-CDN provider and per-operator
basis [11]. In the new virtualized environment, by applying
the NFV paradigm in order to utilize and deploy virtualized
caches, the underlying hardware resources could be consolidated and shared among multiple CDN providers, improving
resources usage [12].
An autonomic cache management framework for future Internet was presented in [13], while a work on cache management over converged end-to-end virtual networks was presented in [14]. In our modeling, in contrast to [13]-[14] we
consider different cost per end-to-end VNet and in addition,
we consider user mobility, multiple access domains, while
we take into account the placement cost, besides physical
storage limitations. Placement algorithms that use workload information, such as distance from the storage points
and request rates, to make the placement decision are investigated in [15].
Even at steady state (e.g., static object access rates, fixed
geographical distribution of users, fixed storage costs, etc.)
optimal placement of the objects at the caches of the various
domains resembles the multiple knapsack problem, which is
NP-complete. Hence, we provide two approximate solutions
to the problem of object placement.

Centralized Approach - Greedy
In [16], a greedy approximation algorithm has been proposed
based on a cost metric related to the distance of the object
storage points to the end-users and the object request rates.
According to [16], the greedy algorithm has a median performance of (1.1 − 1.5) · OP T and a worst case of 4 · OP T .
We adapt the greedy approximation algorithm of [16] to
our problem as follows. The greedy algorithm works in
rounds/iterations. At each round, for each object at the
data center, the net benefit gain of its replica placement at
every feasible domain is calculated, given that the rest of
the objects are already cached at each domain. The object
whose replication at a domain gives the highest net benefit
gain is selected to be replicated at that domain. The process is repeated for all objects until all the available storage
capacity of every
domain is full. This algorithm rePpossible
k
quires min{M, K
k=2 S /s̄} iterations, where s̄ is the mean
object size.
The greedy approximation algorithm is a centralized and
static approach that should be re-executed for new objects,
for objects whose request rates are significantly modified or

whenever other significant problem parameters are modified
(e.g. cache storage/placement costs).

Decentralized Approach - Holistic
In this approach, we assume a cache manager at each domain
(other than the data center) that acts as autonomous agent
and takes decisions, so as to host the objects that maximize
the overall net benefit. Periodically, the cache manager of
a domain may decide to fetch new objects from the data
center or remove cached objects according to the following
process:
1. Calculate the net benefit decrease arising from the removal of an object stored at the domain. Sort objects
in ascending order of the net benefit decrease in list D.
2. Calculate the net benefit increase by caching a new
object at the domain. Sort objects in descending order
of the net benefit increase in list I.
3. Select object o∗ with size so∗ at the top of list I, whose
insertion results to the maximum net benefit increase.
4. Starting from the beginning of list D, select d objects,
so that their totalP
size is greater or equal than the size
of object o∗ , i.e., di=1 si ≥ so∗ .
5. If the total net benefit decrease arising from the removal of d objects is lower than the net benefit increase
by the insertion of the new object o∗ , then replace the
d objects with object o∗ .
6. If there is some extra storage space left
Pat the domain
by the removal of the d objects, i.e., di=1 si − so∗ =
e∗ > 0, then go through the list I and fetch every
new object that fits and remove its size from the extra
space e∗ , until no new object fits any more or the extra
space is exhausted.
7. Repeat the above steps until no further object replacements can be made among domains and increase the
overall net benefit.
Only one domain (manager at each domain) is allowed to
perform object replacements at each iteration by means of
a distributed consensus algorithm, i.e., Paxos [17], until a
steady state is reached where no further object replacements
occur.

5.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate through simulations the performance of the two cache management algorithms (Greedy
and Holistic) and we compare them against a Myopic algorithm. In the Myopic algorithm each domain caches objects
with the objective to maximize the overall net benefit based
on the observed request pattern, without having any knowledge of the caching decisions of the other domains, i.e. an
intermediate domain does not know the caching strategy of
the access domains that are connected to it.
For the performance evaluation we assume that all domains have the same caching capacity S k = S, ∀k ∈ K.
We also consider the scenario of |M| = 106 different unit
sized objects, where the request rate for each object from
each VNet j ∈ V is determined by its popularity. Here we
approximate the popularity of the objects by a Zipf law of
exponent zpop (file popularity in the Internet follows Zipf distribution [18]-[19]). The request rate of each object at each
VNet varies from 0 − 20 reqs/sec according to its popularity
and ranking.
For comparison reasons we depict the performance of the
proposed algorithms both with the spatial locality workload
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Figure 3: The performance of the cache management algorithms vs. the fraction (S/M ) of the objects that can be stored in
each one of the domains.
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Figure 4: The performance of the cache management algorithms vs. the number of domains K.
(noted as spatial in the figures), as well as when the VNets
follow the same popularity distribution and the same object
ranking (noted as uniform in the figures). The reason is that
the popularity of each object may differ between different
virtual networks, a phenomenon that is referred to as locality of interest (spatial locality in [20]). In our experiments,
the workload is tuned from a localized subscription model,
where at each virtual network (VNet) the popularity of the
requests follow the same Zipf law distribution of exponent
zpop . Nevertheless, the ranking of the objects within this
distribution is different among the virtual networks. This
means that an object i ∈ M that is the most popular object
in some VNet might not be the most popular in a different VNet, where another object, may be the most popular.
Thus in our evaluation model all objects follow the same
zpop popularity distribution in the various VNets, but with
different ranking.
In our system model we use a generic mathematical formulation where the request distribution for every VNet depends
on the steady state probability of users/subscribers using a
specific access domain. Due to page size limitations, we examine the performance of the proposed schemes, in the case
where a user is served by a single access domain (so depending on the VNet j, πjl = 1 for a single l and zero elsewhere).
More specifically, in order to assign the VNets to the access domains we assume a square area of 300 distance units,

where the access domains are uniformly deployed. Each access domain l ∈ L covers a circle area of 50 distance units.
This means that every VNet that is deployed within this
area can be assigned to access domain l. Each VNet j can
communicate with a subset of access domains (at least one),
and randomly chooses one of them to be assigned. We also
assume that each access domain l ∈ L can use a random
number of other domains to connect with the data center.
Finally, we assume that the utility ui,j that a user of VNet
j enjoys for retrieving object i from domain k, as well as the
the cost cki of caching object i in domain k varies from 0−10
cost units.
For each proposed algorithm the following performance
metrics are used to describe the algorithm’s performance:
1) the Total Utility Gain at the stationary point and 2) the
percentage difference of the algorithms regarding
a) the number of iterations = (Iter-grd−Iter-hol)
Iter-grd
b) the number of replacements = (Repl-grd−Repl-hol)
.
Repl-grd
The number of iterations is indicative of the difference of
the algorithms regarding their running time. Regarding the
holistic algorithm, the number of object replacements is the
number of object fetches (from the data center) that have
to be performed once the algorithm has converged, i.e. how
many objects have to be replaced in the caches compared
to the initial cache assignment, whereas the greedy and the
myopic algorithms always start from an empty cache and
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Figure 5: The performance of the cache management algorithms vs. the number of virtual networks V.
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Figure 6: The performance of the cache management algorithms vs. the popularity exponent zpop .
have to fetch every object from the data center. Since the
holistic algorithm assumes an initial cache assignment in the
caches of the domains, each point of the following figures is
the mean value out of 100 executions starting from different
initial cache assignments.
Impact of domain’s caching capacity: In Fig. 3 we
depict the impact of the cache capacity, expressed as the
fraction of the objects that can be stored at each domain
k ∈ K, on the performance of the examined algorithms.
Regarding the Total Utility Gain we observe that the the
holistic algorithm performs ≈ 2% better than the greedy
one when the workload with the spatial locality is used,
and ≈ 5% better when uniform popularity is assumed. The
holistic algorithm performs also better than the myopic algorithm regarding the utility gain 8% − 15%. From Fig. 3
we also observe a linear increase regarding their difference
in the number of iterations and object fetches. As we relax
the storage capacity constraint and allow more objects to
fit in the cache of each domain, the holistic algorithm only
needs to make small adjustments in the caches to maximize
the utility gain, whereas the greedy algorithm every time
starts with an empty cache and its complexity is strongly
coupled with the size of the caches. In more details, in the
holistic algorithm the number of object replacements/fetches
per domain decreases almost linearly as the capacity of the
caches increase, since the availability of more cache slots
enables more objects to be stored and hence less replace-

ments are required to reach the selected assignment. Only
for very small sizes of the caching capacity of each domain
the greedy algorithm requires less iterations than the holistic, which implies that terminates faster, but at any case the
holistic requires always less object fetches (less traffic in the
system).
Impact of the number of domains: In Fig. 4 we
depict the impact of the number of the domains K, on the
performance of the examined algorithms. We assume that
the access domains L are equal to |L| = |K|/1.2. Regarding
the utility gain we observe an almost linear increase as we
increase the number of domains, since more domains means
that each VNet has more choices of access domains to be
assigned to, which further implies that the total load could
be distributed more balanced between the access domains.
Also, more domains means more storage capacity between
the VNets and the data center. As in the previous figure the
holistic algorithm requires ≈ 25% less object fetches than
the greedy algorithm and 3%−15% less iterations regardless
the used workload setup (spatial or uniform).
Impact of the number of VNets: In Fig. 5 we depict
the impact of the number of VNets V in the performance
of the examined algorithms. We notice that the total utility gain metric increases linearly with the number of VNets.
This means that the algorithms are not affected by the number of the VNets in the system and they manage to accommodate the extra load within the domains, without hav-

ing to request more objects from the data center. In more
details, the holistic algorithm performs 1.5% − 5% better
than the greedy algorithm depending on the used workload
setup, and requires almost 10% less iterations and ≈ 28%
less object fetches from the data center. This further implies that even if the usage of the holistic algorithm only
provides marginal differences in the utility gain compared
to the greedy algorithm, its execution converges faster and
produces less overhead cost/traffic (object fetches).
Impact of the Zipf ’s exponents value: In Fig. 6 we
investigate the performance of the algorithms as the popularity (exponent zpop ) of the request pattern at each VNet
change. As with the previous figures we observe that the
newly proposed holistic algorithm performs slightly better
than the greedy, but requires almost 10% less iterations
and approximately 25% less object fetches at the stationary point.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we addressed the emerging content replication problem a CDN provider needs to consider, when virtual
network operators utilize both the CDN services and endto-end virtualized infrastructures. We presented a model
where the utility (i.e., value) enjoyed by the users of the
CDN provider may be different per virtual network operator for the same requests, while our model takes into account the data placement cost to every domain, the user
mobility and user’s ability to use multiple access networks,
besides physical storage limitations. The heuristic policies
proposed scale well for various system parameters. More
complex business relationships between the various players
(physical infrastructure providers, CDN providers and virtual network operators) in more complex network architectures with multiple CDN providers will be investigated in
the future. Moreover, content migration cost considerations
and thorough investigation of the utility function definition
to reflect real market conditions will also be part of our future research, as well as cases of content delivery failure that
can be caused by the convergence of multiple domains.
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